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Northeastern Illinois University

Volume 22, No. 11

Admission To The
College of Education
'-

Friday, December 8, 1978

their work during the probationary period. withdrawal is
mandated by the Committee.
Students who are withdrawn
may apply for readmission at
such time that their grade point
average meets the minimum requirement.
REINSTATEMENT OR REAOMISSION

'

Committee for reconsideration.
B. If the petitioner is dissatisfied with the decision of the
Admission. Retention and Appeals Committee. he /she may
submit a written request to the
Educational Policy Committee
for review of the case.
C. If the petitioner is dissatisfied with the decision of the
Educational Policy Committee.
he /she may submit a written request to the Dean of the College
of Education who shall then review the case and issue a final
decision .

A student who has withdrawn
from the College while in good
standing will be reinstated on
application to the Committee if
ly
if
they
are
indicated
on
a
UNI
·
Admission to Northeastern Il- pleted with all pertinent
the
period of withdrawal has not
grade
report
form.
linois University does not con- materials submitted within eight
d) Applicants must submit re- exceeded two Trimesters.
stitute admission to and accep- months from the date that the
A student who has withdrawn
tance in programs in the College application was . initially sub- commendations from at least
while
on probation or who has PLEASE NOTE
two
faculty
members
whom
the
of Education. Formal applica- mitted . Files which remain inbeen
asked
to withdraw because
appli'cants
have
_
had
for
complete
after
that
time
will
be
tion must be made before ad· coursework at UNI. One of the of unsatisfactory academic work
mission to the College is inactivated .
Admission to the College in
cl An applicant must be recommendations must be from may be readmitted by action of itself does not mean that the stugranted. Generally. students do
not have to be admitted to the enrolled at the University at the a faculty member representing the i\dmission. Retention and dent will be graduated from the
College to take education time his or her file is considered applicants' major field of study, Appeals Committee upon College. Graduation is assured
(See recommendation form for a evidence of successful scholastic for those admitted to the College
courses. Students must be ad- for admission.
Application forms are availa- listing of the appropriate depart- achievement.
mitted to the College of Educaof Education only under the
ble
from the Office of the Dean. ments.)
tion, however. in order to take
following circumstances:
APPEAL PROCEDURE FOR
College of Education. Applicastudent teaching.
Upon · request. all students DECISIONS OF THE ADl.) All students must have a
Students who plan to apply for tions should be filed in the Office
admission to the College of of the College of Education each should be available for personal MISSION, RETENTION & AP- minimum grade point average
Education but who have not Trimester by the deadline dates interviews relevant to admission PEALS COMMITIEE
of 3.50 at the time of graduation.
declared a major should seek published iri the schedule of to the College of Education. Stu2. l All students must have met
In every instance. the peti- all requirements for their
advisement from the Student classes.
dents may be requested to take
examinations or submit to other tioner shall state his :her particular ·programs in the
Counseling Center. Members of
the College of Education faculty REQUIREMENTS FOR AO:- testing procedures appropriate grounds for appeal. The pro- College of Education.
cooperate with the Center MISSION
to the particular programs in cedure shall be as follows :
counselors in planning these prer
Students completing teacher
Applicants are expected to . which they are enrolled.
grams of study.
education
programs will receive
meet the following minimum reA. Petitioner shall submit a
upon graduation, entitlement for
quirements for admission to the TRANSFER STUDENTS
,. written request to the Ad- certification by the Staie of IlELIGIBILITY FOR MAKING
College of. Education:
Transfer students may be con- mission, Retention and Appeals linois.
APPLICATION
sidered for admission to the .
a) A cumulative grade point
Applications for admission are average of 3.50 or higher for all College of Education only after
reviewed each Trimester by the courses must be held at the time completion of a minimum of
Beginning with the Winter, 1979 trimester, the policy which protwelve ( 12) credit hours at
Admission. Retention and Ap- of consideration for admission.
hibits
students from taking more than 16 semester~ (9 hours
Northeastern Illinois University.
peals Committee which is made
b) Competence in oral and Transfer students must submit a
during an 3-week term) without specific written permission from
up of seven f,!culty members written English as evidenced by
the apprioprate college dean will be strictly enforced.
representing each of the under- a grade of "B" or higher in ap- copy ot their transfer evaluation
Unauthorized excess hours will be deleted from enrollments
graduate departments in the propriate courses or the suc- of credits issued by UNI. All
within the first 3 weeks of the Winter trimester and all subseother
requirements
for
adCollege of Education. two stu- cessful passing of proficiency
quent terms.
dent representatives and a tests in oral and written English mission applicable to nonOfficial forms may be obtained from the offices of the college
representative from the Office exclusive of dialectical and or transf er students apply to
deans
( Arts and Sciences. S-158; Education. 4-044 ; Graduate.
of the Dean. Applications pre- · foreign influences which do not transfer students.
4-026) or at the Office of Admissions and Records.
sented to the Committee for reinterfere with classroom comview must meet the following · munication. ( See application ACEDEMIC STANDING
Students who participated in advance registration may make adeligibility requirements:
form for listing of appropriate
Students admitted to the
justments in their schedules.
a) An applicant must have course titles and procedure for College of Education who fail to
completed a minimum of 45 taking proficiency tests.)
iTUESDA Y, DEC. 14
maintain the scholastic stancredit hours. Transfer students
c) Appropriate courses sub- dards required by the College
ALUMNI HALL. COMMUTER CENTER
are eligible to be considered up- · milted to fulfill the above re- are placed on probation by the
9:00-5 :30
on completion of twelve hours quirement must carry a grade. Admissions Committee for one
coursework at UNI. Students are Courses taken as pass:fail are Trimester. Schedules may be reBring your Schedule /Bill and Advance Registration form .
urged to apply as soon as they not applicable. Entrance com- duced to twelve ( 12) credit
are eligible.
petency measures in English i.e. hours. When students are not_
OPEN REGISTRATION
bl Applications must be com- SAT or CLEP are applicable on- able to improve the quality of
All eligible students. who have not participated in the Advance
k.,~~tl'11.r~~~11t111i1111r11.rt1~tl'111111~~11t1i1i11n111i1ir11~; Registration
Process may register in person for the Winter 1979
term .

E Happy Holidays
E
To All
E
From
E The PRINT Staff
~

a

i
~

=

j
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January 2. 1979 2:00 p.m .to 6:00 p.m .
University Auditorium
All students accepted into degree programs at Northeastern I undergraduate and graduate) · who have not pre-registered for
Winter. 1979.
January 3. 1979 2:00 p.m . to 7:00 p.m .
University Auditorium
All eligible students who have not participated in the Advance
Registration Process or who did not register for classes January
2.

Registration Sequenc~ Numbers will be distributed beginning at
12:30 on both days .

If

l

lette~s

Rzepka haven' t any need to. fear . ·However-. I_truly hope -that you
opposition from me--1 do not in- realize that in matters such as
tend to take on jobs that I can- these of your right to fulfill such
not fulfill. Besides. I dq not need a need in yourselves.
the power and the glory :· that is
Please reply again Mr .
oot where I live. and I would not Kosinski . I woul~ welcome _that .
strip either of you of your right However. I. truly hope tt_iat· !·ou
to fulfill . such · a need in realize· that in matters as these
yourselves.
, thai none of us really win. we'
Please repl!· again Mr . only lost to ·diffe·rent degrees .
Kosinski . I would welcome that.
· Dave Bachi

hours of class for credit. sit in
on others. and give 20 to 30
hours a week to various committees and organizations freqently
at the cost of taking time from
work and consequently losing
money . I cannot have any more
responsibilities. but I do pay rriy
dues for those that I ·have
already taken on.
So Mr. Kosinski. you and Mr.

1

To the Editor,
person. has failed us because he
Tag. Red Rover. eating mud- does ho1d so many offices and
pies. charge and counter-charge- does not fulfill them . He has
-these are all games of childish compromised the integrit~· of
minds. Despite this I will repl~· these positions and any relating
to Mr. Kosinski's elequent rebut- good to students b~· concentrattal of my crude plea .
ing on the game of political conBeautiful • Mr . K.. beautiful. trol I at time ensured through
December4
Your rhetoric lifts my heart as it favors) and not on the legitimate
Beginning date for Interim borrowing. ~ks will be due on ·
shows signs of life in you at a and effective running of these ofJanuary 8. 1979. (Photo ID is required in order to check out
time when I had come to fear fices .
library materials. It must be val.idated or accompanied with
that you were totally dead . In
These things I have learned
proof of registration for the winter trimester.
fact. I can only find two faults through observation . FQr inDecember 18
with it : I. That inasmuch as you
stance as further example. as I
Deadline date for s tudents to return all library materials borprofess great concern with first participated on committees
rowed during the fall trimester.
"truths." you do so only as far such as Fees and Allocations. I
Important
as they suit your own purposes. trusted to the _ good intentions.
Beginning Monday. December 18. the library will have shorter
and 2. That you do not put and explanations of those who
hours and will have the following closing-dates. Please see
equivalent : effort into running . seemed to know more than I did.
below for the schedule bf library hours.
the Senate and dealing face-to, I asked frequent questions and
Library hours ·
fa~ with people as you put into as I gainea- in knowledge. I was
Monday - Friday December lS-22 8:00 a .m . - 4:00 p.m.
your_writing .
able to perceive an une-:eness in
Saturday - Monday December 23 - January 1 CLOSED
First. I would .point out that I our procedure . Now that I have
Tuesday & Wednesday January 2 & 3 8:00 a.m. - 4 :00 p.m . ·
had stated that blame must be been elected as secretary to this
Regular library hours start Thursday, January 4, 1979
shared by all of the Senate for committee. I strive to document
Library fines are ten cents a day per item
allowing · its effectiveness to as much fact as I can so that we
Outside book drop· is located at north side of.building
break down and its operation to 'may refer back to past or quesbe yoked . and ~ined by decep- · tionable acts and correct any intive reasoning. Thosw who saw adequacies ·and treat all fairly .
this happening and did not speak
Mr. Kosinski also fails to give
.
.
. ,: .
.
, ,
out are fuilty too. myself among · · proper credence to the facts in . I
them . Now however. as a senate another matter: It is true that 2 ·I.
member. I feel that I have of the PRINT editors and I did
I
earned ttie right and have the not get along. This was due to . I
responsibility to sepak out.
the fact that I as· a ·new staff
When I charged that the ·member had the audacity to do
Senate lacked _qua rum. 4 out of 8 more work over the summer .
summer meetings seemed like than did several of the editors. I
I
.
more than a few. It is the ranlked peoples feelings by this-responsibility of the officers to why I wasn' t an editor and
see to it that members attend wasn' t getting paid. so why
I·
.
.
.
.
. . . . ..
meetings . And yes. I agree that should I care? This problem was
when a meeting " Jacks qua rum" no · secret and was discussed
that nobody gets to do anything . with the then editor-in-chief as
Nobody 'that is · except the of- -weil as the editors involved.
ficers . They go on with the day
And Mr. Kosinski does not
I
to day business that is the heart state that one of these editors
I
of operations with no checks and later suggested that I take over
I
balances put on them by having the position of .Bus.iness
I
to bring issues ot the popular -Manager as no one had properly
I
vote .
done the job for almost a year
I will re-state that the Senate and that I would be good at it . ·
is in trouble -and that many Nor does he relate that the other
senators have become uncertain editor was berated by the staff ~·
of past dealings just as I still for irresponsibility fin the past.
maintain that the Senate is con-. has proved the same this
trolled by a political machine. semester. and dropped out early ,
P ~ . t!N! officially recognu.ed student newspaper aerving NortbAt a recent meeting. two outgo- in the term .
eutern1Illinois Univenity, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave., Chicago, Ill.
ing · senators publically exFurthermore. I was too at the
60625, ia publiabed each Friday during the regular ~emic year.
pressed their concern for the election meeting ( remember
Material published herein ia not to be confuted. with views expressed
" health" of the Senate as well as Kosinski? ) and having decided
by the .univenity administration.
·
·
· their hopes .that it would be wise that to maintain good relations
· The editors have sol~ aut~ty governing ail material submitted
enough to "cure" for themselves among the· editors ·and staff I
and ~rve...the right to edit copy. Editing implies that editors need
or to · r.emain silent. I have not would not run for any office. I
not aceep~ all submitted material: Goocf journalistic standards will
be maintained.
·
·
·
· appointed myself as their then formally nomin~ted and
Deadline for submitting material is Tueaday, 12:00 noon, for the
spokesman .
voted . for Mr . Rzepka . . That is
following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed. Late copy or material
As to the issue of. the why· I do not feel untowards in
that does not conform to ·the standards set forth under Print
•' machine," Mr . Kosin~ki-short calling him to task for not fulfillpublication policy will be handled accordingly by the editors. The
of admitting its existence. sees -ing his responsibilities.
editors.
will publish, at their discretion, any letters to the editor, ·an-·
to imply that if it did exist and The PRINT has p.lso had
nouncements, articles, photos, advertising or other submit~ _materpeople backed it. that this is various other internal _problems
ial.
then OK. Rather what that ac- and various staff am;l editors
Readers are encouraged to submit letters to the editor. Unsigned
ceRtance would · imply is only a have voiced them to each other.
tetters will not be publish~d. but na~es will be withheld and remain
sharing of the wrongdoing and Mr. Kosinski and I have disconfidential upon request. Ohscenties are discouraged.
the guilt by all of those involved. cussed such problems. but I
. 1:'he office of the Print is open daily and is located in r~l}l ~-0_49,
I must deeply disagree with have passed my thought on in
Method I
north of the cafeteria. Our telephone number is S83-4050, extensions
Mr . Kosinski 's conceptual time to Tom Grossmayer.
Mail, in endosed envelope. bot508 and 509, and 510. :Att(!r .9:00 p.m. or after the switchboard is
· closed, call direct 58S--4065: : :
' ·
hairsplitting of issues and the editor-in-chief. Now--given the
tom p0rtion . of endosed
presentation. The Senate is a unsolid atmosphere prevlaent in
bill/ schedule with check or
Editor-in-chief . ..... . ........ ....... . .. ...... .Tom Grossmay~r
"no party" system designed to the formation of a new staff.
money order. on or before Dec:
• Managing Editor . : . .... ..... ... . , . .. . . . .... .Diana L ~~
be representative of the entire especially with a lack of solid
13. Payments postmarked after
Associate Editor . ... ... .... ... .. .. .... ....... . Willian;a-Rlie"8
student body. Therf! is no real agreement among the editors. tt · _Dec._13 will be returned.
. .._............
.. .
John ____., ()i.-A.
n.-.-liano
C&-Spor:ts·Editors .....
ur.....-w
.
reed f~r -·lebbying-let alone out- is not hard to perceive how a
·Method U: · · ·
. Photo Editor .. ... . . . : . : . .... . .. .. .. ..... George L RaimQ ~r.
.
.
.
Radii
riglit prompting. ·issues are not secret campaign. conducted
Drop Box -·next to Display Case
Bminess Mmager ........ .. : . . .. . ...... . ... .... .. , . .Dawe
,
full y or adequately explained. over
few months. could gain
north of Cashier's Office. Room
. Grapbi~ 'Editor .......... : . . . .. ... . . . . .._. . _. . .. .. . ~ Scbultz
often due to the inadequacies of support to discredit one person . Dl0lA. on or · _before Dec. 13.
Faculty -~dvisor . . ... .' ......:, . .... . ... ...... . ... ... Tom Hoberg
the officers to give proper in- and to replace him witl:ranother .
Enclose bill.
.
.
formation. and expediency (This is the bribery that I imMethod III.
Staff: Kalhy: eomns, Mike Cozzi, Jay Geller, Ro~rt Kosinski.
rather than understanding · plied.) If nothing else has been
Bring bill . to Cashier' s Office:
Steve Romamsk( A.B. Richards, Ellen Tursky, Walter Weiss,
seems to be the rule in callir:ig achieved by my speaking out.
Room DlOlA. 8:30 to 4:30 Mon .qave Bachi, Dan Pearson, Siddy : Ziegler,- Sue Nicol, Da\'e
the vote .. This results in the unin• this situation can not now hapFri .. on or before Dec. 1~.
Raulli, Duane Cerny, Robert Gerber. ·
formed leading the unknO\ying.
pen . ( And if I had wan_ted conREGISTRATION WILL ·BE,
Mr. Kosinski also states that I trol. as Mr. , Kosinski . alleges .
CANCELLED IF YOU DO NOT ·
Photographers ,··, · · ·
· _Dick. Quagli311Q, . ~~e :L.
believe that Bill Riepk_a js cor- how better NOT ·to ac:hieve it
VALIDATE.
..
Raiman
Steve Sallllders, Rochele Gordon, Dave· Doebler,
rupt because he holds a number than by this action .)
LATE FEE of $10.00 -AFIBR
: : '. : • . Arthur Misiewicz, Claire Costello.
'
of offices-:this is a distortion. I
Lastly. I will reply '. to Mr .
DEC. ' 13 AND BEFORE DEG,· ·
: ·G.-.pbics; George L. Raiman Jr., Marie Schultz.
'
.. stated that Mr . Rzepka. who is Kosinaki's charges of rpy want
15·_ Payment of late fee does not
~ . '
.
_;
·
.
.
.
!.A
e eg!e_n_ti~l_ly a v~,rY . _cap~b_le fof power ..Lwor,k.2.Job~ 1ake,J8 _guar.antee acceptance .

-------~----------~------~--~~
-----~------~
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-Locker·Renewa:I:
l·Will Be Held -Dec. :1-1~-1-5
I In The Game Ro·om

~---------------------------------~----
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-commentary

windmills. but I thought it worth
Several weeks ago I wrote an a try.
article that represented my own
The alternative choice was to
views of problems within the compose a factual case. present
Student Senate. I have waited it and force push to come to
for Mr. Kosinski and Mr . shove. Had I merely been out to
Rzepka to have time to reply nail one or two people. this ·apbefore making further commen- proach woul'd have been
tary. I also requested that they measurably more -effective .
rece ive front page coverage. as · However. this would not even
' I had. to insure fair play . begin to reach the deep-seated
Further coverage shall be ~rongs that are inherent in the
voiced as news articles. letters system or to give others a
to the editor or commentaries. chance to grow. Instead. I chose
whatever is proper for the sub- a route that required me to put
,ject matter.
myself very heavily on the line
I purpos1;:ly wrote . that first and to lay my own integrity
article in a loosely structured open to subsequent attacks .
form and in a very personal
Responsibility is a two-edged
tone. I wanted people to think sword. The Senate must fulfill
now. and to think and re-think. the · obligations that they have
act and react later on as needed . .accepted. The student body must
Given the highly apathetic - at a minimum - be aware
• nature of our student body. this.· enoµgh of the . workings of the
· action might appear to belong in Senate to insure this .
the same category as tilting with
The Senate must hold produc- . ·
by Dave Bachi

. . ...... -

The Senate, .Responsibility
And Your Pocketbook

~.tive meetings, appoint responsilocated for the doming year.
ble to committees, see that these Properly administered. the procommittees function properly.
cess is_ a fair one. subject to
communicate Senate actions to many checks and balances.
the student body. and be recepWhat is actually done with the
tive to the needs of the student
money beyond this is reliant upbody and act accordingly.
on the supposition that we are
The student body in return
all basically honest-a position
must communicate its needs to
that there is no need to question .
the Senate. make sure that they ·
The Senate receives a share of
get a.ction and / or viable
this money '$60-70.000) to be
answers. and be aware and reused for many things including :
ceptive to the information that
duplicating for all clubs and
t he Senate conveys to them . (It
groups as well as mail services.
is no good you failed to respond
retreats to train new senators.
to surveys or referendums when
funds to operate a vehicle pool.
given the chance to l
salaries paid to senatorsActivity fees money totalling
officers-and the student aide. as
$300,000 is annually given to the
well as other miscellaneous exSenate for distribution to the ·120
penditures. This too is fine proor so clubs and organizations_on
viding that the services are
campus. This is handled thro~gh
given · arid the responsibilities
the Student Fees and Allocations
are fulfilled.
Committee. a body of students
appointed by the Senate. Th.a n.
Salaries for the Senate ~ome
through a process by which each to approxim~tely $1.215 monclub or organization allowed funthly ; that c9vers 25 senators at
ding requests a specific dollar $15 each. 4-officers at $150 each.
amount per a budget. works· out and the office aide at about $240 . .
·approval with the specif.ic -Board The aide position is . nece~ry .
of Control to which they ·belong. · -qut the person must be given
and finally presents the· adjusted , : enough . work to . do. The other
budget to Fees for final apprc>Val salaries ~re minimal and ~pie
or adjustment. funds are • al- : -are: reqmred to ·attend meetmgs ·
'

and put in office hours-time they
cannot spend at earning money
elsewhere . However. too many
people do nothing to earn this
money.
The position of vice-president
is a relatively inactive one.
when if asked the person could
be found useful duties to
perform. The secretary of the
Senate can put in adequate
hours or get by with only
minimal participation in office
functions . The president can put
in 20 hours a week legitimat~ly
and the treasurer about 30.
Senators can attend meetings
and work in the office or they
can merely collect their checks.
I fear that too much of the latter
has been happening or that people have little or nothing constructive to do when they attempt to fulfill their duties . The
responsibility · lies with the officers of the Senate (especially
the president) to see that the
Senate . is properly run. that
. abuses do !'}Ot happen. and to .
make corrections· when they in~
evitably do· happen. This process
does not seem to work with any
specific plan or regularity. ·

.

.

.

.

.

homogenized formula syndr~me · ways ,in which U.S. intelligence WEDNESDAYDEC. 13 .
At -7 p.m., tune into 88.3 FM
that American radio has f~llen · agencies ---~perate · _with, · the ·
. . · ·;· · -: . · . , . · . · . , . . -, into· ~nd the knatk of American . Chilean DINA. , the Kore~ CI_A. for an excellent discussion of
_ FRID~Y_DEC . 8
_
or ttfe .escalat10n of the _w~rlds- . · recotd "companies to turn a deaf and. the Jrani~n _Savak. Very m- the, '.~ J.P. 'sTEVENS
. • Begi~mng oµr programmmg arm_s _ra_ce. Several promment
ear .towards an!;! - igpore most . formative! . 45 m~nutes . .
BOYCOTT ." The COllntry's
(or. th~ -day a~ 2 p.m .. W_ZRD com~umty .leaders -\VIII -~ : m- _. new . .>crea'.tive ,:and ·different ·
At 7 _p.m .., WZRD will present second largest textile. manufac- '"'.e.lcol)1es you Jo Uie CH!CAGO .. t_erv1ewed. Approx. 1 _!lour. :
~u~ical forms ; until ot unless a program on - " NATIONAL .ture produces most of its goods
GRAY PANTHER' S RADIO
At 1:30 p.m .. WZRD p~sents . the , can make huge profits from . SEC.URI-TY AND CIVIL in North Carolina, where labor
COLLEC_'I.'~VE. "NOT FOR a program that seeks to ~1ve you
rel:i sing them. Tune it in!
LIBERTIES" .AND DISCUSSES costs are kept low . beca~ unSENIOR~ ~NL v.:_· This show ·is a . better understandmg of
At 6 p.m. : WZRD welcomes THE RELATIONSHIP AND ions are kept weak. In this proproducedand engmeeredtotally yo urself t hr o u g h y o~r
youto" womenwitbwings," our DIFFERENCES BETWEEN gram, Steven' workers describe
by the members of the collective "'DREAMS." The show will
feminist radio collective which THE TWO : Approx. 30 minutes.
the low ·wages; hazardou.5 condiand features music, interviews, center around . a lect_u re by
produces one of the finest radio
tions and racial discrimination
commumty news and announce- Rosalyn Cartwright which was .
TUESDAY DEC 12
which led them to strike for unments along with an excellent recorded here at Northeastern.
shows for women in Chicago!
At 3 p.m ., WZRD will rebroad- ion recognition.
new commentary. The Gray Rosalyn works at the U. of L' s
The show deals with women's is- cast a ·program on •~MA BELL."
Panthers· are a very active or- " Sleep Lab." and will give a
sues, news. community announ- AT&T is the largest corporation THURSDAY DEC. 14
ganization dedicated to improv- brief history of how dreams . cements. poetry and interviews. in the world · and as such, proAt 3 p.m ., tune in for a pro'• ing the quality of · life for all have been used in psychological . They play women' s musi~ ex- ·vides an excellent example of gram which asks you to,
ages. and to end discrimination studies and also inform yoU"'Of elusively and seek to proi;:note : the abuses of power common to - "CONSIDER THE
of all kind. especially against the latest developments and diswomeri positively and also give all · large coprorations. The ALTERNATIVES :
the elderly. Approx. 1'12-2 hours .
coveries in her research. The. exposure tO'wome1fmusicians in clever ways in which Ma Bell CONVERTING MILITARY
SATURDA y DEC . 9
show also features excellent re- the areil thc1t often bave a hard ·takes O ur money and , INDUSTRY. ·
At 12:-00 noon: WZRD presents · lated music and runs about 2 . time· getting the media exposure manipulates our lives might be
At 7 p.m ,. you can listen to a
a comm.unity 'disc·ussion of · hours .
they deserve. A whopping 4 hour · funny if they weren't so serious. discussion on "STATE
"THE · ARMS ' BAZARE:: SUNDAYJ>EC. l~
showuntvl l0p.m.
About 30 minutes. The show is TERRORISM." Terror · is a
DEFENSE .TECHNOLOGY
Beginning at 12 noon. WZRD
excellently produced and you primary weapon of the na'79: " This program was brought · pre.sen ts the · · ' s·uNDA Y MONDAY DEC. 11
won' t want to miss this one!
tion state. It permits its agents
about as a result o( strong a_nd MORNING NIGHTMARE."
Beginning at 3 p.m .. WZRD
. Due to schedule conflicts. or supporters to lie, steal,
growing protests 'by memtiers of Every Sunday from noon . to 3 will present a program on,
WZRD is sorry to annQunce that tortuure and even kill without
the community who are out- p.m., this program features the " FIGHTING THE DINA IN
our Tuesday night Public Affairs punishment. About 30 minutes.
raged that this arms fair._ very best in new wave punk THE US.S .. " This program Forun'I will be postponed until
· At 7:30 p.m ., tune in for
planned for Feb .. '79 in Rose- music. strange imports, reggae. features an interview with January. Be sure to watch for "REGGAE ROCKERS" which
mont IL. is. taking place so close and other related music from Michael Moffit. whose wife was our next program which will features import muisic ·from
to Chicago with the purpose of other eras. In other words, the murdered along with Orlando feature a panel of experts on the Carribean islands. In addition to
selling highly advanced weapons · music you' ve · been hearing Leteller along Washington D. Insurance Redlining problem the reggae music. the show also
and weapons systems without about. but never actually get to C.'s Embassy Row. The show which affects many Chicago re- features ·c ommunity news. and
any concern for foreign polocies he a r b e c au s e o f · t he also feature~ discussion on. the sidents.
upcoming events. Until 9 P-~ -
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announcements
The Office of Student Employment and Career Planning is eager
to help students who remain undecided about -an academic ma jor_or
a career direction. We urge you to consider enrolling in the "Career
and Life Planning Seminar" offered in the approaching winter
trimeste r . (The seminar earns three credit hours through P .I .E .: registration in Alumni Hall. January 2 and 3).

Will the following people who donated blood at the October 24th
Blood Dri ve please pick up the_ir Blood Donor ID cards a t Health
Service :
Basis. Chr is G.
Boyce. P at A.
Bracken. Jane U.
Buehrle. Robert E .
Carlson. Lynette H.
Christenson. Joyce M.
Columbus. Roseann C.
Cunningham . Kevin E.
Davila . Julio
Dressel. Debbie K.
Diessens. Karl
Diessens. Michelle
Dunning. Alecia F.
Dybus. Jill A.
Fiacchino. Millie T.
Floss. Colleen A.
Goodman. William A.
Hastings. Ann P .
Hollis. Judy A.
_
Hutchinson. Richard N.
· Jenkins. David A.
Jung. Dolora
Kemmerer. Charles C.
King. Jean B.
Kurzawski. Ann
Lockwood. Roberta J.
Litz. Mike J .
Loos. Valerie M.
McCarthy. Debrah A.
Meyer. Herbert C.
Montminy. Anne E .
Murphy. Eileen R. .
Newell , Kathleen M.
O'Byrne, Tom S.
Onate, Amparito M.
Pietro. Tony M.
Pietro. Tony M .
Quinones. Beatrice N.
Roehl. Ingrio M .
Rudy. Paul E.
Ryan . Patricia A.
Shaw. Dennis R.
Skeens. Charles A.
Stahlberg, Anita
Sternberg. Michael A.
Strusinski, Elzbieta
Sullivan, Patricia J .
Szewczyk. Kathleen
Takacs. Gizella J .
Ternoir . Denise
Tomaszkiewicz. Lynn M.
Tracz, Jennifer J .
Vall , Mary B.
Varon. Vicki
,..
Willis. Ca ry M. ·

The UNI Opera Workshop will present two performances of
Smetana's " The Bartered Bride". The dates are Friday. December
8 and Saturday. December 9 at 8:00 in the University Auditorium.
Two previous dates were scheduled but cancelled due to the " university shut-down" last weekend. Admission is free to UNI students. faculty and staff with IDs and $3.00 for the general public
<tickets can be purchased ·at the door). The opera. written by the
Czech composer Bedrich Smetana. is set in a Bohemian village and
eals with money, love and a marriage contract. Members of the cast
include Kevin Peterson. Shirley VanYzendoorn. Brian Rosewell.
Tom Robaczewski. Greg Hunt. Katy Schweininger. Jim Gilloffo. and
Barbara Michalesko. The production is directed by Dr. Ronald
Combs of UNI's Music Department. with set designs and costumes
by Dr. Durward Redd of UNI's Speech and Performing Arts Department. For further information call extension 443.
· The Interpreters Theatre will proudly present Ray ~radbury·s
DANDELION WINE, a magical. science-fiction delight. on

December 7. 8. 13, 14. 15 and 16. 1978 at 7:30 p.m . in the Stage
Center. The Stage Center is .located along Bryn Mawr at Central
Park. Dandelion Wine is set in the summer of 19'l8 and is about a
young boy learning to understand and cope with life and death.
Mary Cay Roberts. a graduate student in Speech and Performing
· Arts, will direct. Admission is free to all. but call the Stage Center
Box Office, (312) 583-4050. ext. 535. for reservations since there is
. limited seating. Do not miss DANDELION WINE; it is a treat the
entire family will enjoy.
French Club will have a meeting on Tuesday. Dec. 12. at 1 p.m. in
CLS 2056. We will be finalizing plans for our annual Christmas Party. New members are invited to attend.
The Newman Community has planned the following activities for
the next week. AU events take place at the Newman Center. 5450 N.
Kimball unless noted otherwise. Activities listed here are open to all
interested students.
Tonight 5:30 Mass 'for the Feast of the Immaculate Conception
8:00 Coffeehouse featuring Kinki and Trickster
Saturday 7:30 p.m . Mass (2nd Week of the Advent Season ) .
Monday 6:00 p.m . Community .Meal <call 5&-6109 to sign-up by

noon)
7:30 p.m . Prayer Meeting
Tuesday 1 p.m. Pizza Hour 25f a slice
For · info on special events celebrating the Ad'vent and Christmas ·
seasons call the Newman Center at 51CJ-6109.
UNI Interfaith Campus Ministry ( Protestant. Jewish. and
Catholic) invites all students. faculty, and staff to join them for a
holiday reception on Thursday. December J4. 1-5 p.m.. at the
Newman Center. 5450 N. Kimball . Also . . . as E xa!ll,S approach and •
students may start feeling ~he crunch needing someone talk with. Campus Ministers are available a_nd willing to listen and offer assistance to anyone. No a ppt. necessary. Rtn- 0-007. Ext. 775.

to

' rig ht_; _ Stev·e Flowers . the · him or had the .privilege of ·s,tuspokesman for the , group. is a dying or practice te~ching under
superb flutist. Stan , Johnson. him remember vivid!y hi:i, _rawho seemed to have been born diant en.thusiasm, ]aughter, t<!J!d
· with a Sax in hi~ mouth, every . · communication wjth. all ages.,
.
... .
.
note sheer ecstacy . Brother FenA s ch qlars hip. · fund :,was
ton Sparks. whose skill . on the
establ ished as · a · perpetual
drums will not let you sit still in memorial to this man wl)9 '. bas
;your seat. and Maurice ~ ouston . made a distinguished con:tripuguitarist a nd ja~z singer.
tion to Northeastern. In rn\ler to
The standing ovation and pro- start this scholarship .· in the
longed s houting accolades winter of 1978. the first award
e xpe c t from s e asoned · equaleq any 'second curtain will consist of a $250 cash grant.
perform ers was 'present in abun- call'. The bad. what can I say? to be used to defray tuition or
dance An emotional electricity Everyone knew Stanley Turren- other ed ucational expenses.
a nd prid e swe lied in the tine was bad. everyone expected
While it is the hope of the coma uditorium when the student him to be and he was. They tore mittee to •offer full tuition ana
body and guests began to realize it up . But after such a dynamite fees in the future. the amount of
that this was not just some lead-in group they had to ' get the a ward will be based on the
amatuer student group picked as down' or walk away \\~th their . income generated from interest
a ' ' filler' until the main attrac- heads down.
to the fund .
tion came on. This was ex- 'fn June. 1975. those of us who
Competition for the award is
cellence. artistry. talent and
knew Gus Ziagos were saddened open to Physical Education macreati vity at its best. From my by his death. For over eighteen jors of high character witn a
view, in fac_t. I could see mem- ·years. from 1958 to 1975, Gus minimum of a 3.75G. P .A. The
bers of the Stanley Turrentine
served the dept. · of Physical student deemed most out~tandban d m ovi n g up cl oser
Education a t Northeastern II- irig in · terms of the above
backstage so that they might
linois University. During this cr_iteri~ will receive the awai;d .
better appreciate the sounds time we knew him as a de- All Phys-ical Education faculty
that could easily have made the
dicated creative teacher. with a are invited to nominate students.
Kenneth Campbell Quintet. the . warm interest in each of his stu. for con s ideration . to the
main attraction. Of the songs
dents, an enthusiasm for his pro- chairman · of the P .E. Dept.
performed , · at least three or
fessio n. a breadth of scholarship · Complete :1etters of recommenmore were originals written and
that· reached far beyond his dation must be received in the
ar ranged · by Mr . Campbell . specialty. and. an unswerving office . of· the chairman of the
Each member of the group is a
loyalty to· his U NIVE~ITY. P .E., dept. by Monday. · Dec.
master .musician
in his own
Those of us who worked . with -11th, 1978.
..

·Jazz ,and Class
.

And All That
by Shirley Eddins
Each day we scatter in the
four directions. East. West.
North a nd South. as the normally hard day comes to an end.
with little or no thought of returning to campus. especially
when the temperature has
dropped from 35 to 7 degrees in
a course of a day. So a lot can
be said for the drawing power of
the Stanley Turrentine Band. a
lot indeed. For many of us had
to hurry home at a distance
which m al':es " once a day" only
tolerable. We handled assorted
responsi bilities and wondered
·Lord. am I really making this
trip again' as we returned to
campus. But the " To rp"
(Stanley is often jokingly referred to as Turpentine) is worth
every effort because meager
school allowances do not include
funds for such noted entertain!: ! ...... :ltfl'Yf.;!.:".!

c•~ .t

b'i-;:- 2:..~::;~ir..J:"!0 1 '
1

.~]~.·3. .(_' ¥-t } .(,c,:f j

ment spots as the Park West.
So the crowd began to find it's
way. to the auditor ium as early
as 6: 15 p.m . and was pleased
and pac ified by the pleasant
rhythm ica l cords of a professi ona l tune-up.
'
We expected perfection from a
Stanley Turrentine or artist of
that caliber but are somewhat
surprised and thrilled. fulfilled
by a more personal satisfaction
when some of 1:Jur own fellow
students surpass our highest expectations.
I couldn't help but wonder if
the six hundred or more persons
who were jammed into the
December 4. Jazz Concert felt
what I was feeling. atching the

KENNETH

CAMP BELL

QUINTET was the closest thing

I can im agine to witnessing
stars being born. All (i the
talent and discipline, one would
::1j P c') :1~s.c; o! ~ "J ..r,ri~ 0 ~'3\\' ~:)0.'1'
;£, tir.i; .2'!1, i~c.L '.·,zfr, ;:)Z,tj irn it ti)!, m

0

Jazz

.

.

.
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BRING YOUR 0[0
TEXTS TO US NOW OR
AT THE · END OF THE
SEMESTER
WE 'LL
PAY TOP PRICES FOR
THEM IN CASH!!!

Krochs &.. Brentanos
DON-rBLOW

YOUR
MIND•••
EXPAND
IT!
CLIFF'S NOTES put you inside the heavy stuff. . . the
novels, plays & poems that
cari add real meaning to your
life if you really understand
them . CLIFF'S NOTES can
help'
Ecology . .. we're working on it 1 During the past 14 years
CLIFF'S NOTES has used over 2,400,000 tons of paper
using recycled rulr.
More thJn 200 title~ . . • AvJilJhle J t all 18 K& B sto res

l(roch's ~ --Brentanos
, , 29 Srn ,y, w,,uash AvPriu<' C h,c.190 JL ugGq3 • (312) 332-_7600 ,
..

B:AANCH STORES :- S16 N. Michigan Awe . • 6 2 E. Randolph SI. • 16 S. LaSalle St.
171 1 Sherman Awe .. Evanston• 1028 -Lake SI., Oak Park• North Mall. Old Orchard
Oakbrook Center• Evergreen Plaza • RiHr, Oaks • Lincoln Mall .-. Randhursl Ce-nler
Hawthorn Center • The ·uan
Che,'ryVale (Aocklord) • Woodfield Mall • Fox Valley
, , Cenler •,
Tower •Pl~c~, • O~and ,S ~u.~~~l

at

"!•'':'

-w ,·11,·am'· s G' o·e··s··· ·:;
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by Siddy Ziegler
Northeastern' s Presic_ient
Williams spent one week in
Poland, from Nov. 13-17.
He met with representatives

HURRY
IN!

Next Semester's Books
Now in Stock - Buy
Now For Best Used Selection
NEXT SEMESTER'S BOOKS
NOW IN STOCK - BUY
NOW FOR BEST USED SELECTION

BECK.,S BOOKSTORE
3405 W. Bryn Mawr
(corner of Ki.mball)
588-2770
.
~pen Saturdays 9 to 1

t:ih:~di~~~~~~h~:i!c:
_. chance to learn of new develop·
·
·
· ' ~- · ments. ·
Each semester UNI faculty
· will be sent to Poland to start inservice workshops. evaluate curriculums and help teachers with
t~e stress of getting accustomed
to a new culture.
"It will be very interesting for
from . the Department of State both faculty and students to see
and the director of U.S. school in how other people live." said
Warsaw to arrange a program Williams.
The '' American School of
based on sending UNI faculty to
teach and explain new techni- Warsaw" educates children
,

whose parents are in the
American embassy and children
of its own staff members.
Though classes are taught in
English. Japanese and Nigerian
students also attend. The school
goes from kindergarten to eighth
grade--it is not private ; however
there is a tuition.
Williams said that Polish
schools are communistically
oriented.
"Everywhere you go you are
aware of the State . 'There are
few private stores and no free
enterprise." he said. He did add

that the people were . friendly
and cooperative and "the food
was excellent."
Mr. Bentz. · the head of the
Eastern European schools said
that if this program works out,
projects such as this will be set
up in other schools.
Williams is confident of its
forthcoming success. "I am convinced that the project is going
to work out and will benefit both
schools. I am hoping that in time
UNI students will be able to
practice-teach there."

Quagmire Goes
To wa·shington
by Susan Nicol
On the weekend of November
16-18, the General Education

Models Program. commonly referred to as G.E.M .. sponsored a
workshop at Marymow1t College
in Virginia. just outside of
Washington. D.C. Of seventy
schools applying. Northeastern
Illinois University was one of the
fourteen accepted to participate
in the G.E.M. program.
Student senator, Dick
Quagliano was appointed to the
cummittee as a student
representative by the student
senate. after being nominated
for the position. Accompanied
by three members of the faculty: Dr. Charles Shabica. of the
Earth Science Department, Dr .
Vivian Walkosz of the Elementary Education Department. and
Nancy Spencer of the Anthropology Department, and one
member of the administration,
Dr. Reynold Feldman, Mr.
Quagmire met with students and
faculty from all over the country. representing their respec-.
tive colleges and universities.
, They were invited to participate
irr committee discussions and at-

tend lectures acquainting them
with G.E.M.'s proposals. concerning the revisal of the basic
general education progrc>ms to
fit the needs of the students and
teachers. and to encourage a
broader intellectual base for
postsecondary education.
Returning to U.N.I. after their
trip east, Mr. Quagliano began
working with the G.E.M. task
force committee here to deal effectively with improving the
central function of required
courses. Appointed editor of the
G.E.M. student newsletter. he
will be in charge of processing
all relevant information and distribyt'ing it to schools across the
country. His work with U.N.l.'s
PRINT as co-sports editor will
undoubetly aid him in his new
assignment. In addition, Mr.
Quagliano will continue to
participate in other G.E.M. activities. including a liason meeting to be held here at U.N.1.. on
December 11 and 12. This two
day conference will deal with acquainting members with later
workshops and the implementation of G .E.M. ·
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In The.Twentieth
Century

Perrier: A Hip
Sip of Hype

Americans! We have a tradiOne of the latest .. crazes.. to
tion in this country of; liking
sweep the North Shore bar
what we are told to like. and
circuit has · been a green. six
buying what we are told to buy.
ounce bottle that contains the
It is a condition that has long
French version of spring water.
given Ralph Nader many a burnIt sometimes can sell upwards
ing ulcer. but that's another
of a buck and a quarter a bottle.
story. Through some clever adand . depending upon where it is
vertising. Parrier has managed
ordered. can sometimes make
to strike the major consumers
through its pitch of .. nonthe difference between the chic
and the grime . Personally. I
alcohol \c. naturally sparkling
water.·· The young single was
don·t think that rm in the position to cast social stones at littl e
the central target of Perrier and
green bottles. but I fi nd it d1fit has been that young single
f icu It to let mere wat er
who has started the Perrier
water to pour over a mediacarbonate in peace.
thirsted nation. In the fashionaPerrier water. as the
ble bars and nightspots from
manufacturers sling. is supStudio 54 to Zorines. Perrier is
posedly the purest naturally
on the lips of those .. in the
carbonated water that money
know ... Even Orson Welles has
can buy. and also the most expersonally endorsed Perrier on
pensive . It bubbles forth from
some million dollar spring in
the tube. proclaiming its sparkling magic in that lusty grovel
France. probably on the grounds
of a defunct grape grower. and
that's all his own. True. Orson
Welles would advertise for
is likewise bottled there abroad .
anything short of Aides' reducing
The French. it is said. do not
candies. but the mere use of his
buy much Perrier water. They
commercial weight shows, the
contend that when their major
devastating hype and subsequent
national product is wine. it
would be an alcoholics· • popularity of the water Perrier.
The question then arises ; if they
nightmare to drink mere water.
can buy Orson Welles. can it be
As a man with a Steve Martin
much more difficult to buy you?
accent once said. "Who in dare
Latest reports by Consumer
white mind wood pay good
Trends and other business
money to dwink plane wawa? '_'
by Dua.ne Cerny

magazines show a dramatic
decrease in the sale of beer on a
national level. Wine sales. on the
other hand. have risen sharply
over the last few yeats and it is
believed that Perrier is edging
its market scope into this consumer surge. Promoters of Perrier maintain that their product
has the ability to become a ma- jor part of the beverage market
here in the United States ; that
its popularity alone will prove
their sales predictions to be accurate . And all of this would be
wonderful if the product was
worthy of its consumers.
Personally. I find Perrier
water to be a cross between
Alka Seltzer in a dirty glass and
sugar-free Seven-Up without
the sneezy kick . At best. it could
be called cold water. and at
worst. poorly carbonated cold
water. In other words. there is
absolutely nothing pallicable
about Perrier. It is bland. lifeless. non-alcoholic. and unless
you· re .. into.. funny little green
bottles. totally worthless as both
a drink and a one-time experience. It could barely pass as
a .. thirst-quencher" and has as
much of a chance of getting you
blitzed as do beer nuts. Needless
to say. it's hardly a chug-aluggers delight or even a teatotalers total.
However. this is not to say
that is possesses no class; on the
contrary, it the classiest label
around. If you can stomach the
" sparkle" of Perrier for the
sake of chicness. then you're one
step closer to the social registers. Physically you' ll have
proved that you have absolutely
no taste, but socially you'll be
the superstar of the water bar
and the gosh-wow-posh in a
world of Perriers.

Educatienal Center
Call D~fl Ewtnl!IJ! ~ WetUNI

SPRING, SUMMER,
FALL INTENSIVES

COURSES STARTING
THIS MONTH:
l}l1b, 't. ~A.1,._ L_§A.J _

NEXT MONTH :
GMAT, GRE

6216 N. Clark
Chicago, Ill 60660
(312)761.1,-5151

For Information About Other Centers
In Major US Cities & Abroad

Outside NY State
CALL TOLL FIE(: I00-223-1712

Nortt,eastern,
Free _
of
Charge
1

Persons interested in attending classes at Northeastern Illinois University free of charge
and for no credit during the
coming term may register for
the cornmunity listeners' program by calling for an appointment at 583-4050. ext. 393. On
campus registration begins November 27 and is by appointment
only.
Current c-ommunity listeners
will receive registration forms
by mail. One hundred fifty community listeners will be accepted by the university f!)r the

winter term beginning January
4.
The community listeners· program became a regular feature
of the university' s community
outreaeh program the fall term
of 1977. Listeners must register
to attend those classes which are
open to them. are expected to
attend classes regularly and
purchase the necessary
materials. and are encouraged
to enter class discussions where
applicable . Ninety-three community listeners are enrolled
this term:

·1osTEN'S
Special Ring Promotion
NEW STYLES and DESIGNS
by JOSTEN'S
For MEN and WOMEN
BUSINESS

Sa_vir,gs On Christmas..
EDUCATION
Special
Introducing Argentus $59.95

]OSTEN'S Representa.tive
ON CAMPUS Will Sho_w
New Exclusive Ring Designs

FREE

Special Drawing
LETTERS & SCIENCE
for "Henry"
See BOOK NOOK Window
SCIENCE

Date-Mon.. Dec.11, Tues.Dec.12, Wed. Dec.13
Time-J0:00am-4:00pm
Place- FOLLETTS BOOK NOOK
$J5.00 DEPOSIT
J..

.l.

Alumns' Play Opens
by Dan Pearson

of youth under stress. there are
There is nothing childish about moments of off-beat humor and
HIDE AND SEEK. the new play bizarre complications which are
which opens this week at the reminiscent of his less serious
Body Politics Theatre on Lincoln plays.
Avenue. Not. at least. in the way
Meagan Fay . as Dixie
it is played in the studio stage.
Traeger. an outwardly tough
The play. written by Frank and swahgering individual nearShiras. is a gripping social ing her release into the adult
drama set withins the confines world. is a bold and powerful
of an orphanage. Five charac- force on the stage. So convincing
ters. three adolescents and two is she in her characterization.
administrators are placed in that · the playwright was proconflict with themselves and mpted to testify on her behalf
their surroundings.
that she is ·'quite a lady. offSurroundings which are not stage."
familiar to the author. who lived
Her character is off-set by her
in similar institutions from the doting youge r compa nion .

Joyce . played with effective results by Miriam J . Gardner in
her professional acting debut.
Also making their professional
acting debuts are Wilson Cain
IIL as a shy underachiever who
reads Kant. and Cheryl
Carabelli, appropriately haught:-·
and frazzled as the director of
the home who has had more
than she can handle from Dixie
Tr;aeger and Co.
John Lewis completes the cast
of five as the well-meaning but
basically ineffectual administrator . His charac.ter
seems more suited for farce and
director, Francis X. Kuhn, does
make allowances for this interpretation to surface more
than it might really be needed.
The pr·oduction will run
Thursdays through Saturdays
through January 6. Due to the
bluntness and tone of the
language used by soine of the
characters. the play may not tie

considered suitable for children.
If it were a film . it would be
rated R.
For any further information or
reservations the number to contact the Box Office is 871-3000.

The Body Politic Theatre is
located at 2261 North Lincoln
Avenue in Chicago.
HIDE AND SEEK is part of
that theatre's Playwright· s
Series .

Courses
Person-Wolinsky CPAWaitReview
for our Mid-February Start
Don't let other courses "panic" you into st.ting now. Our
candidates' success proves it's just not necessary. Why down and start forgetting information long before the exam
takes place?
With other courses you may leave your best efforts in the
classroom., We teach you how to bring them into the exam
room.

OUR SURVEY INDICATES

2/3
Passing
Rate

Our program teaches you to pass

Unlimited review sessions are provided. These are available at the candidate's convenience. And they are available
right up to the exam date.

... in less time
.. at less total cost

IT ALL WORKS . 'ASK ANY ONE OF OUR
THOUSANDS OF SUCCESSFUL ALUMNI
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND FREE SAMPLE
USE THE HANDY COUPON BELOW
OR CALL (312)481- 7389

r------------------------ ---------------·I

Person-Wotlnsky CPA Review - 745 Aoee ln., ~ IL 604-43
AMERICA'~ I
1111'"r - · · ·
I
esei>,a,,,a ro•
· - --- ---- ·
MOST
I
I
1.ccou~T1NG
n n--: co r: v
UP-TO-DATE I
II ~:~~~~•~;~~o
CPA
REVIEW
L---------·- - - -----

I

I HI INTEP.Esrrn IN

THE FOLL O WING EXAMS:

AOO f,ESS ---

□

F- ,U; t:iw~
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- -- - --

CITY_

----

--- -

~TATE -

- -·- - -·-

-- -- -

- -- - -~- - - -

O LA \°/
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- -

- - - 21 p _ _ _ _ _ _ _

c::'r-1cr, tlrr.~·•• f-:c.
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age of seven. While the events of
the play are not grounded in
fact. thecharacters and the environment are.
All the action of the pla:v takes
place in a single room .
playroom . which when locked
could be reached through the
use of a laundry chute. The set
is also based on fact. Shiras explained that as a bo:-· he would
shinn:-· up the chute to reach the
special room which was free
from the authority figures .
Frank Shiras is an alumnus of
Northeastern Illinois University
having obtained his M.A . in
Special Education in 1975. He
has had seven of his plays produced in the Chicago area .
As recent as April of this :-·ear.
THE BARON MUST DIE . a
farce . was performed at The
Body Politic . Shiras· work
seems almost equal]~• divided
between social drams and
slapstick farces. Currently. one
of his farces will be performed
Off -Off-Broadway by the
Festival Theater Foundation.
which is unique. in that. they do
only farces. That pla y.
STRANG LE ME. was seen in
Chicago at the Victory Gradens
Theatre. . ·
He is one of three playwrightsin-residence at the Body Politic
under the National Endowment
for the Arts program. In addition to his writing. Shiras
teaches here in Chicago.
HIDE AND SEEK which runs
one hundred minutes. not including a ten minute intei:_mission. is
his longest work to date . While
its story is essentially a serious
and compassionate examination

---
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. .· .··• • 120-day minimum. Early withdrawals
··· subject to substantial penalties as prescribed by Federal Law.

• f

,:<\ No ~onthly service charge with $300 minimum deposit
and $200 minimum monthly balance .

SPECIAL OFFER FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

Deposit $300 or more in a new or existing Albank savings
account**, and get a sporty Albank cap or muffler FREE,
along with highest passbook savin~s inter~st. Or deposit
$300 or more in l al new ! Albank l checking accouiitt to
receive your FREE cap or muffler. If you 'd like a matching
set, both are available for just $2.50, with a deposit of $300
to either checking or savings. The cap fits all sizes and the

fringed muffler is 6 feet long. Warmly knit, boldly striped in
royal blue, white and gold. Together they 're a value that
will be snapped up fast. So stop in soon, because our supplies are limited. Get your muffler or cap, and if you 're
opening a new checking or passbook savings account,
we 'll handle all the details for you. Let Albank keep you
and your money snug all winter long!

Serving your financial needs for a quarter of a century.

Albany Bank & Trust Company N.A. *
*National Association

Albank Plaza • 3400 West Lawrence Avenue • Chicago, Illinois 60625
Phone : (312) 267-7300

Member FDIC

/
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MERRY CHRISTMAS
... or .IS ·t?
I •
Christmas costs are soaring and it is
enough to give anyone the humbug
blues. Don't let a cash shortage affect
your holiday season when CCH Computax has - many full and part time jobs
available. Let us help put the joy back in
your spring.

Santa Claus Comes
Early This Year

-

by A.B. Richards
I was lqoking at the calendar
for the month of December the
other day and noticed that
Christmas still fell on the 25th of
this month. It's amazing at
times how some people step up
the holiday festivities by opening
their Christmas presents long
before the appropriate moment .
It's as though these immature
little children just can't wait to
get their greedy little hands into
the till before the time has
come. In a way. these people are
very much like our elected
representatives who decided to
give themselves big-pay increases in the last couple of
weeks even though they know
how concerned the people are
about the problem of rising .
truces. I guess if I was in their
shoes. I too would probably en- ·
joy a little raise also. especially
in time for Christmas so I would

Co,nputax
A total commitment company for the profession

have some extra loot to blow.
But the problem here isn' t one of
a small raise to keep up with the
rate of inflation : rather the true
issue is one of our represen- .
tatives going to Springfield with
the will of the people in their
minds .to do what's right for all
of 'u!i!*fil'id''f)assing big pay raises
which will probably end up in
higher taxes for all of us is not
one of them .
In looking at this issue from
the .other side of the fence. our:
representatives maintain that
the pay-increases they are imposing are quite justified ~ue to
the fact that they haven't received a raise iii four years. (oh ~ my heart bleeds for them .> What
about the person who works in a
factory eight hours a day? · rm
sure he too· hasn't received a
substantial raise in some time .
and if he were to, it wouldn' t be

Apply in person at 5730 N. Tripp
(4 blocks west of Pulaski off Bryn Mawr)
An .equal opportunity employer. M/F
as enormous as the ones they're
getting.
And looking at all of this from
yet another perspective. what
about J .C. the second's proposal
that al pay increases be nonexistent for the next couple of
years until Washington can find
a 'suitable program. that can deal
effectively with inflation. In a
way I feel sorry for good old
Jimmy. He's trying as hard as is
humanly possible. but I guess

there are always those few you
can never reach even though
they may be .in your own part:i,·.
Well folks. I guess this is all I
have to say on this topic. I will
add one more little antedote

before I leave you . Next yea_r ,
when you get your tax bill and
find out how much more :i,·ou·re
going to end up paying. at least
you· II know who to thank.

FIND A ROOMMATE

Are you looking for a reliable roommate to share an apt . or house
with? We have screened. qualified people waiting for people like
yourself. Contact Mr. Paulan 472-9603.
ATTENTION LANDLORDS

Are you looking for a reliable individua l to share your li\·ing ex- ·
penses? We have screened. reliable individuals waiting to help
share these expenses. Personal rde rences supplied. Call 472-9605.

r~~

~!:

ds

0

RELIABLE WAKE-UP SERVICE

''t..
~~- ~ ~:;:~,.

-t'°'E

Professional. dependable. pleasant awaken ing to aid one of life's
most difficult tasks . Service guaranteed . !Vlon-Fri For detai ls
phone 472-9544 .
P ROFESSIONAL RESUME

Are you looking for a position in the business world., Professional
Resume can make it possibl e. Compiled on rnur complet e working abilities. Contact 472-9544 .

RESTAURANT ~
OPPORTUNITIES

MONTEREY WHALING V ILLAGE is not just

another f ast food place .. We feature a unique
California style sett i ng, unusual Seafood Entrees

Jnd a relaxed atmosphere . We are p.::trt of a
nation w ide chai n of quality sit-d ow n restaurants
offering you the opportun i ty for a rewa rd ing
career .

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
PREPARATION COOKS $3 .90 /HR .
COOKS $3 .50/H R. BUS BOYS $3.00/HR .
WAITER/WAITRESS

~

* * ..

* -*

~N

.•

~ ~. S~ERlD~N Rt>.

•

•

;\iiJID~

between 2 :30 pm and 4 :30 p m, or ar ranged to fit

*~* CENTR~t* • **

CH lCAGo ! ,
~ ~-.....
\-\\GHL~~l) PAR.l<.!
'iE::)CLARI<, E\)A~5ToN! ·

411 .

We offer a verv competitive fringe benefits package including paid vacation ... I nterviews dai ly

~R

your schedu le. App ly in pe rson o r ca ll. ASK
FOR MAN A GER.

392-5172

MONTEREY
WHALING VILLAGE

•

999 Elmhurst Rd .

i\llONTFRFY
;¥1-tALING ,1u .. 1..A(:;,E

~•

.

Mt.Prospect , IL
(focatf'cl rn t}l('

sou th w ,•st corner of
RANDIIUIIST
Sho p pin~ C£• rit er ...

U nder Thi' Wate r 1C.Ht',.,·)
J\11 f ~·q ua l Up po rt101it:v r.:mp luy£'r .\1 /J.'

.....I

.!~~-11,~,,,i;»~!~T~1?&S,1J11be! .,a, 197a
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free classlfl~ds ')

........

Army-NaV): Surplus • Camping Goods
YOUR LOCAL UNCLE DAN I S IS AT
3350 Bryn Mawr, Chicago

Car 54. Where are you?
In dire need of a daily ride from
Main/ Ridge (Evanston) to UNI.
Dial for $$$. Felicia. 583-5000.

Spacious 1 bdrm. 4 room apt. 1
blk. to UNI on Bernard and Bryn
Mawr. $260/ mo., heat incl. Avail
Jan.1 . Call SID-5000 ext. 301 - ask
for Karin.

Personals

Bea.
Need a place for 1 or 2 months?
Thanks
for the rides.
1possibly longer) . I am looking
Burgie
for someone to rent my part of
the apartment for $107 a month.
Colt "35" .
Located in West Rogers Park. - You remember what you proit's sunny and spacious. Female
mised me and I know you keep
only.
your promises. Right? Who
Call 743-3132.
knows maybe five years will be
sooner than you think .
Rumour has it...

For
Sale

Dominick.
I am glad that we -can get
together and talk about all of
our experiences. How many
drinks can you hold???
1971 Chevy Nova 6. 2 door coupe.
B$'bara
power steering, radio and ·
• I
· heater. 52.000 miles. One owner.
newly rebuilt carburetor. recent~ An<!Y:s Di~co-Car . .
We wild ·and crazy girls must
ly new trans .. 2 new tires. restick
together over .the holidays.
cently tuned with new exhaust
As you. know I will -Qe. legal
system. Winterized. new .shocks.
Call e~t. 745-55 or 478-6216 - · (hopefully) very soon. ,
ffot Child in tl;le City
Bernice - $795.
·Triumph TR7. 1976 1 2. Dk Brown
with Saddle Int.. 4 Speed.
Am-Fm 8 Track Stero. Power
Ant.. A%c. Alum. Wheels. Rear
Def., Garage Kept Mint.

Jim.
I am glad we met. Take care
and keep in touch,
Magnet and Steel
Jim.

634-0033

For Sale
. 1968 · Op.e l -Kadett: 4 cyl. lots of
new parts. 30mpg. Good little
runner. $300.
743-3132

FOR SALE : A set 14l of brand
new BF Goodrich. F78-15
silvertown tires . $135 or best offer.
Call Mike evenings at 465-3243
FOR SALE .
Four GR 78-15
White side wall Atlas Tires
Never used. $275.00
728-7458
FOR SALE
Foozball Table.
Very GoodCondition.
$125.00
728-7458

To LSA Sisters.
I can' t wait! !!
'

~, .

~

~

·: l

~

.,.
' ....,.. ···
The Mascot

Dear Kei.t h.
You blew your chance! !!
You know who!

•

Bill,
The Disco Chicago hasn't been
the same since you started going
there! ! !
The Management
Peter.
Haven' t seen mu_ch of you and
I'd like to know if you' re still
around. Keep in touch!!
S. in the Unicorn

-

J immy.
Sometimes you act funny. but
you ' re still pretty sweet
sometimes. Take care and have
a nice holiday.
Here. There and Everywhere

Wanted
WANTED: Some to help with
yard work, window winterizing.
Possibly more. Please call
386-2655 mornings or evenings.

To Batman and the Batmobile.
Your .mobile has taken to the
roads very well and I think she
deserves a special Cristmas kiss
from me and Robin . Don't forget
the Mistletoe!!
Batgirl

Carrie,
A fiance til the tides of
never
A bride once with memories

ever
M:y woman
·
f 0 re Ver
.
\,, .;i ~.

'it',,/,.·~'·'~' ,/

~-¾.

~ i..: .r., 1,. • r.. •• "•/.t-,'11• .....:,1 ..:-:. -,._..,,, _~..,,,

588-'H90
Rubber Boots . •Jeans •Leather Jackets
•Fatigue Pants •Ponchos •Down Jackets
• Field Jackets •P-Coats •Parkas •Under Wear
•Gloves •Bib Overalls •Hats •Shoes

AVAILABLE

E61-DELUXE DOWN PARKA wt'rtl HOOD

· 477-1918
All Locations
679-9577
2440 N.Llncoln, Cl]icago
4947 W. De~pster, Skokie

Motorcycle Man.
I don' t know ' why you do the
things you do. But don't you understand me the way I am?
Maybe we can talk about it
sometimes. Like over the Holiday as long as you promist we
both behave.
Too shy to speak ·

Debie G,.
You are doing a great job as
president of Kio!. Keep up the
good work!
ELI .

To the Ken Campbell Quintet.
About your music,_if there werewords there it would be no need
for the music. the message is definitely in the music and I hear
you .

Enforcer.
- . • ·I ,
I am all " set" for-the .. sefs" !
To all at t~e Print ;
Enforcee Have a great vacation! !
A Troublemaker
Janet. ,_, f··'< , ,, •. ,' ., ,
Tired Feet.
J
.. • .
. .i';.
~;_;'- -::,.-_ il ..;-, 1,.
Well. we are in the same boat ·' Happy B-day to you! ~
,.~ui~r'ell.. .. ,
, , ~ , ..
and _we know 'i"t's riot good. but
Happy B-day to you! , ' 1,-·>
. ·, .l~fo,ve ayer !,!;,,; _r; 0,-- , . , ,
let's hope love will find' a way·. -·
Bea
i L' .,
Alex
'
Have a great holiday and keep
__ ; D:J.;
·;:
,,. '
in touch over .the break,··To A Wild-n-Crazy Guy.
l pr9mise-,noFto "stand you up"
,. Heart,w,i th tt\e _Bandaid
Your words are sweet and we the next time· we' re gonna go
like your 'company. Let's con-- dancing! ! So when are we goRose.
tinue being friends after class is ing?
Who is peeking in , your window · over.
-R, From.
. today?
,; - Rafe!!'!
Two Wild-n-Crazy Girls Irish,
from V&D class · I had a great t 1me
·
Monday.
Golden Bear.
Your brother is a good wrestler.-,
By January 9th you will be
Bunni,
Let's get together for dinner
golden buLhopefully not .bare!!
Whirling Dervishes i~;t a bad again soon.
' "' - -~,
.
.
:J
.
, Jazz Dancer
place but the quarks that hang
The advantageous ice-walker
out there are: Who cares. freak P.S. I don't think you're c l ~c-:-,....
Does Santa wear thermal unout anyway, right? .
Drew,
' ' ·
,. -.,
derwear?? Orange Thanks for another great year.
De w ·ll ·
Just one of many to follow. Skis
To Orange,
ar 1 ie,
.
. · for next year?
Aren't we crazy girls? I mean
Don' t come to me with your girl
All my love,
that · . we are always pulling
problems this weekend! !
Chipmunk
showers and eating Klunkers
Your ( good) friend from
and drinking booze, or is it the
EarthQuakes -To the SCJ.ILEMS.
other way around. I don't care if
Congratulations on being No . L
we bring Tea and Coffee to
Ottis,
Lord Byron never deserve<I_ it.
Acapulco, just let's fly out of
Good luck with finals!
here, you!
A Purple elp B.H.,
Bunni
You're not really that old. and I
Patti,
hope
that your subconscience
Dear Debi, Amy, Carm, Donald.
Merry Christmas/ Happy Hanuk- stops bothering you. Are
ever
Kevin, Ed, Jim. and Nick :
kah!
going
to
have
the
time?
Being
Have a real good X-mas and I
Kris Kringle philosophical can drive me nuts.
hope you all get what yoµ' ve
. D.N.
always wanted. We have to
Karen,
celebrate the New Year with
Merry Christmas!
Eli,
good cheers!!
No. 14 at Woolworth's Thanks for all your moral supA readhead under cover
port I really needed your talks
Chris B. ( You little cutie).
at
10:30 at nite.
J . Downs
Maybe I would dance better
Debie
The Semester has been
after seven scotches!
a masterpiece
Two Left Feet Debbie Jo and Audrey,
I. Albright
You really spoiled me with
Burgy.
bagels
and chocolate milk on
Dear Michael.
Break a leg on the January ski Tuesday mornings!!! What will
Happy Birthday!
trip.
I do next semester?
From.
S.T.
-RThree Days Younger
P .S. I'm really glad out visits to
Spphia,
the cafe were worthwhile!
To SRR in Business dept.
_Your laugh does not sound like a
I think you are a~tractive.
police siren, as some may say.
Nick,
XXXChuck
The Boys I'm glad me.and Debbie Jo were
able to save your " Cold"
To all of T-Bird's women,
Sop and Bur,
hands! ! The next time you
You knew there was a body and
We are coming to inspect your forget your gloves. let us know!
no mind. right? Well, here's
cooverters.
·
-Rsome news-there's oo body. ·
You Know Who???????!!!!! !
either!
Chris.
thought you should know
B.P .S.
I hope you have a WILD · & ·
Maybe it's male menopause or CRAZY time · skiing! Please let
Bob from the Yearbook,
middle age crisis?
me know about the next trip. I'd
You are so sexy! Have a very
D hate to m ~ it.
sensual vacation! !
The one Jrom Dunham
me again
Ed.
T-Bird,
I see you!! !
BB 8733,
Are we still ( distant) friends?
Guess Who? For the good times ahead ... !! .
•~ • ~

1 ~.:. - . \

. ·,

,--.:
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Commo Cozzi 2.
All these MACHO MEN are drivHope the uniqueness of it all is
ing me crnzy! ! I think I'll just
long lasting . So we can tell our
FREAK OUT and GET OFF! ! !
kids all about our flights on the
Just remember to (try) to think
south side ai:id more.
positive! ' YOU ONLY LIVE
Commo Cozzi I
ONCE''! Keep on Discoing''
Love.
Chuck and Rob.
A WILD and CRAZY Girl
Time to say bye to Justinian .
Martel. and W.C . We have to get
Bew
together some more. Pann Inn
or the Bag?
Bergie.
OnJy ··C-s"
Thanks for all the help on Fri-.
day!
Comm<i Cozzi 3 s.
Winnemac and Wolcott
ir d >een great. I'LL SE'.\ID YOU
·-~ . POSTCARD AND TELL YOU
Maria.
THE WEATHER SO YOU CAN
Best of luck on the play$
POUT .
Thanks for the ride'''
Commo Cozzi I
Laughs
Commo Cozzi 3.
A friend is so much more impor- tant_ than
coat; besides they
last longer. Looking forward to
sunbathing next week.
I • •
Commo Cozzi I

a

....

Meg Queen.
Thought I forgot. huh?
HAPPY BELATED
BIRTHDAY!!
All Laid Back and Into It

•••

Shify.
Let's go out!

To little Sis. ·
1Cissy)
Happy' Birthday
more.

•••
Party Harty.
-~ig Sis

'"J" .
Sure glad we met here at UNI.
I'm glad we have each qther to
share our experiences with. Our
friendship means a lot to me.
You and "S" are PERFECT
together!!!· Kee:poo Discoing!!
Love.
"P"

YlOO

Lila,
We're starving. Help!
A Hungry Senator

•••

Rich.

4-

- ._.

1

~

'

1

'

F

~

Glad to_ see you back at school
Eve Kalas the 2nd
Warning.
Snowplowing may be hazardous
to your health.
After ten
T-Bird.
Poke. Poke!

Fargonians and Friends.
Beware traveling to the land
of Sff..IRLEY. Only go Armed.
Head of the World

•

'

,

.

•

'

[ :

;

I '

t • • • I : : < ·, . : '

To the Polish Ham,
I heard you were having trouble
picking a present for rile. How
about a religious lawn statue?
Pirranah Man
To the Green Crayon,
I loved being in the driver's seat
Wed. night. But your idle is too
fast for me.
Piranah Man
P.S. What do you think I am.
Mongoloid?
Tom,
How did. you ever get black
whiskers on your nose?
A curious "little girl"

•••

To Batman and the Batmobile.
Fargonia and Friends.
It seems we have Fooled the
As of Jan. 31. Jan (505) is apJoker!! HA HA!! WE have to
pointed Head Pumpkin. Sweet ,
join our forces with Robin and
rolls and shoelaces optional.
partyto our hearts content. •
Head of the-World
Batgirl
Sulli~an.
Miss Pete took class for me
last Friday and was glad to give
them back to me. (Aren't you
glad it wasn't you). · . ·
Royce
Johnny H. 0.
I long to feel your arms about
me. Waiting is such torture.
Cutie

• I ~" • •.

•••

Red Lion,
Your last T-Shirt didn't do
anything to excite me. Could you
possible think of some way to
make up for that?
The Last Rose

•••

Jimmy,
Doesn't it feel nice to have a sister at school who loves you?
· Here, there, and everywhere

~
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John N,
ATTENTION!! I wish you were ,
free as I am, but you' re not, so
I'm glad to have you as a good
friend . You'll be surely missed
when you graduate from UNI. ..
Best Wishes.
Your "Partner"
Wanted - Someone to help with
housecleaning (no child care. no
cooking). once a week. Close to
campus. Please call AV&-26.55
evenings after 7.

....

To the Miklasz Brothers.
Eeewww . It's a PEAPOD!'
Losse Hips-

So you locked yourself out of the
car again. huh? Now I know why
we have so much in commoo.
You're as spaced-0ut when it
comes to cars as I am when it
comes to B~lance Beams!
Hot Child in the City
(Are you there. Jul? ,>

•••

Johnny H.O.,
Thank you so much for "contemplation." It's beautiful. By
·the way, is 6 always your
favorite number!?!?!
Cutie

•••

To Frenchy and Deja Vu,
•••
Andy's Disco Car,
You guys are really too much, I ·
Commo Cozzi " 1',,
Has
your engine been nmning
really don't believe . .what you To Silver Lush.
Just stick with me and I know · out of gas?
How's
your
antenna?
come up with. Hope everything
, we can work things. out, but you .
Hot Child in the City
turns out for the best.
know you have to help me too!!
•••
Always. Gary,
Print Editors:
Commo Cozzi "2"
Where are your standards of
•••
JH What everyhappened to my
•••
professionalism? Using taxpayer
To Hot and Heavy Hands, .
Halloween card??
provided ·space for all this
Let's· change seats ... But not reDuane Cerny-David Bachi
ally change seats!
juvenile journalism is beyond
Signed,
reproach. Shame on you.
Cairn, Cool and Collected
Francine Campbell
•••
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A-Last Word .About Football
it floundering in a much difby John Stepal
The 1978 UNI football season ferent fashion .
The reason behind all this opis over . but I think it deserves
one last look. It was hardly a ti mis m stemmed from a
successful one for the Eagles. transfer student from Wright,
finishing with a 2-2 conference C harlie Bliss . With a
record and a 3-7 overall mark . · quarterback like Charlie. and
but the season's progressive de- almost the entire defense back
velopments made their record from 1977. the upcoming y ear
somewhat dearer. These de- looked very promising.
Although the Eagle~ were
velopments went from bad to
worse. however. as hammered in their opener by
Northeastern began the season nationally-ranked Grand Valley
with much optimism and ended State. they came ·back to knock

off the Pumas of St. Joseph's.
The win was costly indeed. for it
was the last game for many of
the Eagles. Defensive stalwarts
and other key personnel. were
declared ineligible for the remainder of the year. Partly
because of this. and partly
because of several nagging injuries, the offensive line lacked
depth and was often ineffective.
due to its relative inexperience.
Many players were forced to
learn new positions overnight.
On the strength of Bliss' passing and a never-say-die attitude.

Corn~rback Art _Thompson will be one of nine returnees on defense. fphoto bv Dave

Dobler}

·

,.. ,
~

~

The Quagmire

~

.

The women's basketball team
rebounded after a disastrous
game against Illinois Central
College. and defeated the Tiger
of Olivet Nazarene. 82-74. This
brought the women cagers·
season mark to 4-1:
The Eagles. however. suffered
their first loss of the season to
defending Junior College State
Champs Illinois Central. ICC
pressed the Eagles from start to
finish enroute to an i!11pressive
&5-40 win . The Eagles were
never really in the game. trailing at the half. 46-11. The Eagles
cµd play a better second half.
but still fell way,short .
But on Tuesday. the Eagles
would not fall short. Traveling to

Kankakee. the Eagles took on
Olivet Nazarene. The Tigers.
boasting an al 1-american
forward . were hosting their
opening game of the season.
It looked like an instant replay
of Saturday's contest as the
Tigers took an early 16-10 lead.
Once again it was the cold shooting of the Eagles that put them
behind . With seven minutes gone
in the first half the Eagles were
a miserable 5-26. while the
Tigers were 7-1 5.
That poor shooting was enough
fo r coach Arnie Lewis. He
switched from a zone press to a
man-to -man press and sent
Diane Quinn into the ball ·game .
Within a four minute span the

UNI pulled together and strove
forward . T-he handwriting was
on the wall. yet Northeastern
fought to stay competitive. A
loss to Lakeland. a team the
Eagles whitewashed last year.
demonstrated this. Two conference victories put the Eagles
at 3-3. and it appeared as if UNI
might repeat as oonference
champs .
~
It would' ve been better for
UNI if they had ended the
season at this point. In the next
four games. the Eagles were
outscored 146-50. The inevitable

finally got to .Northeastern in the
Milton game. where their defensive deficiencies were finally
exploited.
·
The final two games were
nightmares for the Eagles. It
was hard to believe this was the
same team who had battled better teams earlier in the year .
Did the Eagles give up. or did
all their accumulated problems
just catch up with them?
It' s a question which plagues
me. but frankly. I don't want to
know the answer .

QB Charlie Bliss niay be the key to the Eagle's chances next season.fphoto by Dan
Doebler)

Women Sp/ i,t on the Road
Eagles ran off 20 unans":ered
points. a surge that ONC w.ould
never fully recover from . The
Eagles went into the locker
room fully confident. with a
comfortable 42-22 lead.
The second half started where
it left off. the Eagles scoring
more points. as their lead bulged
to 25 points. ONC began a minor
comeback . but they could never
seem to break that 20 point deficit.
That's when the bubble burst.
The Tigers began .to claw and
scratch with their own version of
the press. This coupled with a
. very partisan · home crowd cut
that once proud 20 point lead exactly in half to 10.
·
This is when Michelle
Rotondo. who was picking up the
slack caused by poor shooting by

the other forward. fouled out.
She left the ,game with 14 points.
Coach Lewis put back in
starters Sue Noworolnik and
Karen Reyjkalin. This did off-set
the "-Tiger scoring attack and
both added insurance buckets as
the Eagles lead increased to 14.
The Tigers did manage to get
the Eagles lead increased to 14.
The Tigers did manage to get
the Eagle lead down to 8. . but
that' s where it ended. Eagles 82.
Tigers 74.
The Eagles were led in scoring
by Karen Reyjkalin who had a
season high 22 points. But the
game ball would have to go to
Sue Noworolnik. who hit IH2
from the floor and finished the
game with 18 points and 13 rebounds.
The women play their next
game next Friday night against
SIE-Edwardsville. Game time is

----......

5:30.

My Picks : I had a real goodweek last week going 11-3. This _
brings my season total to 120-75. ·
This week : Vikings over the
Lions by 6; the Steelers over the
Colts by 10; Falcons by 3 over
the Redskins; Cowboys by 6
over the Eagles ; Packers by 7
over the Bears; Oilers by 3 over
the Saints; Buccaneers by 6 over
the 49ers; Cardinals by 7 over
the Giants; Pa~riots by 9 over
the Bills ; Broncos by 4 over the ·
Chiefs ; Dolphins by 6 over the
Raiders ; Jets by 2 over the
Browns; Seahawks by 7 over the
Chargers ; and the Rams by 4
over the Bengals.

'
THE GOLDEN QUAIL
AWARD goes to Sue
Noworolnik. Sue had 18 points
and 13 rebounds. while shooting
a cool 67 percent from the floor .

DUES YOUR E.O. NEED
(Economics Ouotient>

IMPROVING?
TAKE THIS OUKK QUIZ AND FIND OUT.
True False

D D (1.) As productivity
increases, our standard of living
increases.
□· D (2.) When inflation
occurs, each dollar we have
buys more goods and services.
ANSWERS:

'

.

.:rel' l

A special booklet on our
American Economic System
can help you improve your E.Q.
For your free copy, write
"Economics:· Pueblo, Colorado
81009.

The American
Economic System.
We should all learn more about i
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